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Abstract 

 

Nowadays two-wheeler is the most popular modes of transport. However, because of less protection there is a high risk involved. 

As a solution to this, it is highly desirable for bike-riders to use helmet. Observing the usefulness of helmet, Governments have 

made it punishable offense to ride a bike without helmet and have adopted manual strategies to catch the violators which has 

limitations of speed. Using video surveillance of the street, the proposed approach detects if the bike rider is wearing a helmet 

automatically without manual help. If a bike rider is detected not wearing a helmet, the number plate of the vehicle read and noted. 

A database will be generated with records to identify every offender accurately. The system implements pure machine learning in 

order to identify every type of helmet that it comes across with minimum computation cost.   

Keywords: Helmet detection system, Feature evaluation and selection, Vehicle classification, Machine Learning, optical 

character recognition 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the statistics given by transport ministry about 28 two-wheeler riders die daily on Indian roads in 2016 because of 

not wearing helmets. In the year 2017, 31 out of 100 people died in road accidents which shows increased rate from 21.6 deaths 

per 100 accidents in 2005. Also, it is proved that one of every five bike riders who died on roads were not wearing helmet. A study 

has estimated that not wearing a helmet increases the chances of death in an accidents by 42%. The number of deaths might be 

even more than the data which could not be collected. The deadliest fact is that out of the total deaths the average age was between 

18 to 45 years which is a very productive age group.  

There are existing methods which uses specialized sensors in the ergonomics of the motorbike to check the presence of helmet. 

But it is impossible to convince every user for installation of sensors on the already existing bikes. Also, the accuracy and integrity 

of these sensors is questionable. Apart from this, systems that use video processing have very high computational costs. The 

technologies that were used to build the system very expensive hence making it an economically non-viable choice. 

This paper tries to mitigate the aforementioned problems by proposing a potential solution using continuous real time video 

processing of the traffic video feed. The proposed solution will provide a completely free of cost system once installed. Also, the 

software was build using free and open source technologies hence it has an overall software cost equal to zero. Every vehicle on 

the street will be evaluated and a database of the offenders will be generated real time. Hence given that every rider not wearing 

helmet is prosecuted, there will be an increased awareness in the public. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

The existing work that solves the problem by image processing solutions use technologies like HOG, LBP, WT [1][2][4]. The 

system proposed by isolates the bikes from images and by approximation crops the most probable area where helmet might be 

present and then feeds it to the feature extraction and matching system. 

Chiverton[1] proposed the use of circular arc to identify helmet in a video feed, it has very low accuracy. On the other hand, 

given the number of vehicles on the speed at a given instant, the computation that required is very heavy and consumes lots of 

resources. This method will determine any circular object around the bike rider as helmet 
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In [2] two phases were used for helmet detection. In the first phase, moving objects were determined where cross line was 

specified. It is then checked whether it is a motorbike or not. In the second phase, a region of interest was used to improve 

efficiency. A SVM classifier was used to classify moving object into two classes. Three classification families were used viz. 

geometric, periodic, and tree based. Videos were captured at 25 fps and image size was of 1280x720. 

[3] talks about a system very similar to the one proposed in this paper which identifies bike riders without helmet and captures 

the number plate of all the offenders on a COCO database. It classifies motor bike and helmet using YOLO and the technology 

used for license place recognition is Open ALPR. Both of these technologies charge monthly fees and hence are not economically 

feasible. 

III. PROBLEM OVERVIEW 

The basic aim behind writing this paper is to develop and implement a system which performs real time helmet detection of bike 

riders using video surveillance of the street and hence generates a database of the number plates where a driver without helmet is 

found. Hence a database will be available for analysis for the police authority. 

IV. OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPED SYSTEM 

This paper aims to perform continuous helmet detection by capturing video feed. A video camera will be installed on the road 

which will provide input to the system. The frames will undergo background subtraction where pedestrians and other entities 

except the moving objects will be eliminated. Then the moving objects will be classified and labelled by a trained model. 

Commodity objects will be classified using the COCO model. A specialized training data set has been developed in addition to 

this for a person riding a bike and helmet using Tensor flow. In order to identify every helmet that the system comes across various 

images with different types of helmet were collected using web scraping. A person riding a bike will be detected at first which will 

define a bounding box. The search area will be restricted to that particular bounding box. The system will then check for a helmet 

in that box. If a helmet is detected, the box is dropped.  

The retained boxes will be will be processed by the number place checking subsystem. Using OCR, the text on license plate will 

be noted. A new entry will be created for the time and location of offence, the snapshot of bounding box as proof, and the license 

plate number.  

 Elimination:  

The first step is to determine the regions of interest. By logically combining the COCO model and the developed model, the moving 

objects on the streets will be labeled. The model that is proposed in this paper will identify the ‘person riding bike’ entity. 

Everything else will be eliminated. Hence a lot of computation will be decreased. 

 Helmet Check:  

Once the regions of interest are found, the objects inside it will be labeled by feature extraction and feature matching. There are 

cases where riders might carry helmet on the body of bike and not wear them. In such cases along with Helmet, a human face 

labeled as person will be detected. Hence, it will be a condition of offense. A CNN model was trained for all the available helmets 

in the market such that irrespective of the type the system will not fail to identify any helmet. 

 Number Plate Identification:  

After the unwanted boxes are dropped the remaining regions are checked for license number. Optical Character Recognition using 

tesseract is used here. Once it is recognized, a new database entry is made and the process continues for the subsequent frames. 

 
Fig. 1: Process Flow diagram 
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V. RESULT 

The Result obtained are shown in figure 2 and figure 3. All the boxes except a bike rider not wearing helmet are dropped in the 

first image. On the other hand, figure 2 shows Number plate being extracted successfully 

  
    Fig. 2: ROI determined                                                    Fig. 3: License plate extracted 

VI. CONCLUSION  

This paper aims to give an idea about the number of traffic offenders in an area. It generates a database of all the bike rides driving 

without wearing a helmet along a snapshot for proof. Use of Open and free technologies like tensorflow, opencv and tesseract, 

makes the software relatively less expensive. Under fair lighting conditions, this system was tested to give foolproof results. The 

overall awareness on the general public will be increased as an impact of the system. 
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